Famtrip Zeeland

Adventures on the Dutch Coast
BBT Online was invited for a famtrip to the Dutch region of Zeeland recently. Long
white beaches without any high-rises or mass tourism, cosy cities like Middelburg,
Goes and Veere and interesting incentive activities like golf, cycling and even prison
breaks. Guest writing for us is Alain Heggerick, from Rufie Events.
Text by Alain Heggerick
More articles on www.bbtonline.eu

Ingrid De Leeuw from Van der Valk Hotel in Middelburg
invited me for a famtrip in Zeeland on October 4-5. You
don’t have to ask me twice as I discovered this region a
couple of years ago. When I hear Zeeland, immediately
I make the association with holidays. It was a sunny
day, so I put the top of my convertible down to get in
the proper mindset. On to Middelburg!
When you are leaving from the Ghent area, it is obvious
to travel via the Terneuzen tunnel. This is a toll road
and it is a good thing, because it keeps the hidden gem
of Zeeland away from mass tourism. It has big advantages: no traffic to reach the beach, no ugly concrete
wall along the shore like in Belgium and infinite space.
After 45 minutes I reached Hotel Van der Valk in Middelburg. Being a petrol head, a good parking lot is essential when choosing a hotel. No issues here, a huge
lot and the parking spaces were spacious. Loved it.
After a smooth check-in I entered the hotel room. A
nice contemporary room with all the comfort you need.
The toilet is separate, and the huge bathroom has a
bath and a rain shower.
The tour of the hotel started in the bar. As expected,
Zeeland is known for its seafood, so we got a very fresh
oyster at the entrance. Surprising was the offering of a

sparkling white wine (méthode champenoise) of Zeeland. I didn’t know it existed.
After the welcome word and appetizer the tour of
the hotel started. Many of us remarked that the hotel
looked brand new although it opened about 8 years
ago. This means that there is good management with
eye for detail around. To be short the hotel offers
several meeting rooms of different capacities from 2 to
400 persons. Closest airports are Brussels and Rotterdam.
If you are familiar with famtrips, you will recognize site
visits are not always the most exciting activity. Again,
Van der Valk organized it in an original way. Each room
they showed us, was at the same time a culinary stop
where we received exquisite food with excellent wines.
We insisted on getting the names of the wines afterwards. Just to say it has a lot on offer to convince your
high-demanding customers.
The program of the following day was filled with a lot
of activities. It started with a visit to one of the neighbours: Prison Island. This is a real life game in a prison
with prison cells, where you crack codes, solve puzzles
and face physical challenges. Escape with the most

points and you are the winner. Personally I’m not the
most sportive guy and team buildings are not really my
cup of tea. But I have to admit that I had fun together
with the colleagues. You can play it every season, so
this might be an idea.

Kluizenaer. The name refers to the former Nutsspaarbank that was housing in this building. With a capacity
of +/- 80 persons this restaurant is very appealing. The
interior design is hip and the quality of the food is high
level.

Afterwards we went to another neighbour, also within
walking distance: Golf course the Zeeuwsche. It is a
very down to earth club where everyone can play. Even
if you don’t have your licence yet (par 3 track). We got
an introduction in putting and trying to be elegant on
the driving range. Not evident, but fun.

After coffee we continued our day with the next activity: a tour with a Solex. I thought that we were going to
make a lot of noise and smoke, but no. That’s history.
Today’s Solex bikes are electric. With a driving range of
+/- 30 kilometers they are an original way to explore
the city. Without effort and in short time you get a nice
impression. Top speed 30 km/h.

After this very intensive sport, it was lunch time in the
charming little city of Goes. The local tourism board
informed us that Goes is a little fashion paradise. Many
famous brands have a shop in Goes. Something you
wouldn’t expect. Lunch was offered by restaurant De

After the Solex experience offered by Verhuur Oudelande we went by bus to the charming city of Veere.
Go to Veere and you feel completely in a different
world, while you’re still just one hour from Antwerp

and Ghent. It is located at Lake Veere. This lake used to
be a sea inlet, but now it is separated by a dam. It is a
paradise for watersports. Our group had the chance to
go onboard of an antique ship. They call it a Hoogaar.
These old ships were used for mussel fishing. In the
good old times there were about 3000 ships in use,
now only a couple are left.
Once on board time stops and you feel completely
relaxed. The sky was blue, the sun shining. We were
really lucky that day. An unforgettable experience.
To end the day in beauty we were brought to restaurant De Werf. This recently renovated place is in
a perfect setting with view on the yacht harbour of
Veere. You can eat on the terrace or inside where you
will notice a giant cockle of many kilograms.

You don’t always need to travel very far to get surprised, to find something special. Zeeland has so many
things to offer. If you want to work something out,
contact Van der Valk Hotel Middelburg, especially Ingrid
de Leeuw. She acts as a local DMC, has many business
partners who can help to compose your program.
Thank you for giving me the chance to experience this.
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Contacts
For more info on the destination and the hotel,
contact Ingrid de Leeuw via
i.deleeuw@zeeland.valk.nl.
Check out the website here:
www.zeelandmeetingsandevents.com

